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1. Introduction

Identifying attack traffic is very important for the security of
Internet of #ings (IoT) in smart cities by using machine
learning (ML) algorithms. Recently, the IoT security re-
search community has endeavoured to build anomaly, in-
trusion, and cyber-attack traffic identification models using
machine learning algorithms for IoT security analysis.
However, some critical and significant problems have not yet
been studied in depth. One such problem is how to select an
effective ML algorithm when there are a number of ML
algorithms for a cyber-attack detection system for IoT se-
curity. Will early-stage traffic management give effective
results if applied to IoT traffic management by using ML
algorithms, or will this affect the performance of the ML
model if several features are selected? Methods must avoid
the risk of inaccuracy, inefficiency, and privacy leakage of
machine learning techniques in IoT. #e main objective of
this Special Issue is to publish articles based on feature
selection, algorithms, protocols, frameworks, and machine
learning techniques in IoT that extend the current state of
the art with innovative ideas and solutions in the broad area
of security attack traffic detection and network traffic
management. #eoretical and experimental studies for
typical and newly emerging convergence technologies and
cases enabled by recent advances are encouraged. High-
quality review papers are also welcome.

1.1. Papers in%is Special Section. A large number of papers
were submitted to this Special Issue, and each paper was
reviewed by three or more experts during the assessment
process. After evaluating the overall scores, thirteen papers
were selected for inclusion in this Special Issue.

Following is a brief description of the accepted papers:

(i) In paper [1], the Hybrid Monotone Empirical
Mode Decomposition (HM-EMD) is a recent
EMD-based method of generating intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs) using the monotone property.
#e monotone property assumes that, at each IMF
extraction step, local maxima and minima are
either increasing or decreasing. Based on this
property and along with the characteristics of
EMD, the HM-EMD is a useful method for
extracting hidden information in audio streams.
#is paper proposes an enhancement of HM-EMD
based on the predicted correlation and periodicity
between IMFs obtained from a modified intensity
function. In addition, to prove its feasibility, they
apply themethod to detect short messages inmusic
files. Experimental results show that, compared
with traditional EMD and other recent EMD-
based methods such as reduced iteration EMD,
scalar-reduced iteration EMD, and modified iter-
ation EMD, the proposed algorithm is superior to
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both nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II
and fast nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
II.

(ii) #e sophisticated cyberattacks are evolving every
day, and they are becoming difficult to be detected
by conventional security measures. To defend the
cyber-security of modern computer systems, re-
searchers have been working on developing in-
telligent techniques to detect the cyberattacks. #e
AI techniques have been proved successful so far
for many cybersecurity applications, such as in-
trusion detection, malware analysis, and attack
forecasting. However, the complexity of these at-
tacks grows rapidly and the AI techniques need to
be continuously updated to detect these attacks. In
this paper, the authors compare and analyze the
approaches used in applying intelligent techniques
in some applications of cybersecurity such as in-
trusion detection system (IDS), malware analysis,
and network traffic monitoring. Based on the
analysis, they define some open challenges in using
AI for combating cybercrime.#ey also discuss the
challenges and prospects by combing through over
one hundred articles related to future research
directions. Finally, they present their perspectives
on how future research can improve the cyber-
attack detection system.

(iii) Paper [2] presents a communication cost opti-
mization method based on security evaluation to
address the problem of increased communication
cost due to node security verification in the
blockchain-based federated learning process. By
studying the verification mechanism for useless or
malicious nodes, they also introduce a double-layer
aggregation model into the federated learning
process by combining the competing voting ver-
ification methods and aggregation algorithms. #e
experimental comparisons verify that the proposed
model effectively reduces the communication cost
of the node security verification in the blockchain-
based federated learning process.

(iv) In paper [3] entitled “Poor Coding Leads to DoS
Attack and Security Issues inWeb Applications for
Sensors,” researchers from the Department of
Computer Engineering at Konkuk University,
South Korea, identify common web programming
errors that could lead to a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack in web applications for sensors.#e research
team developed a testbed for two kinds of appli-
cations: one for single sensor data collection and
the other for data retrieval from a sensor network.
#eir findings reveal how easily common coding
blunders can expose critical infrastructure to un-
fortunate circumstances.

(v) Study [4] presents that in edge computing envi-
ronments, a dynamic network failure happens
frequently due to factors like time-varying nodes

and service fluctuations. #is failure often affects
the performance of applications or even causes
crashes. With the emergence of the model-based
anomaly detection method, previous work has
proven its effectiveness in helping edge computing
systems to detect anomalous behaviors and recover
from failures at runtime. However, these tech-
niques often require ad hoc model regeneration for
each new state of the system and are not suitable
for unpredictable edge computing environments.
To address this problem, they present Ada-
GUM—an adaptive graph updating model-based
anomaly detection method. #e proposed method
uses a multidimensional graph to capture the in-
terdependency between different elements of edge
computing systems (e.g., software components)
and then generates the subsequent state transition
paths through random walks over graphs. #e
system behavior is then compared with the tran-
sition path based on behavior space. #ey evaluate
AdaGUM with three real-world open-source sys-
tems (e.g., Spark Streaming) using real failures as
anomalies and two criteria: accuracy and perfor-
mance overhead that measures system resource
consumption. #e evaluation results show that
AdaGUM can correctly detect 99% of anomalies
with an average overhead of 3%.

(vi) #e authors in the paper “TBSMR: A Trust-Based
Secure Multipath Routing Protocol for Enhancing
the QoS of the Mobile Ad Hoc Network” proposed
a trust-based multipath routing protocol called
TBSMR to enhance the MANET’s overall perfor-
mance. #e main strength of the proposed pro-
tocol is that it considers multiple factors like
congestion control, packet loss reduction, mali-
cious node detection, and secure data transmission
to intensify the MANET’s QoS. #e performance
of the proposed protocol is analyzed through the
simulation in NS2. #e simulation results justify
that the proposed routing protocol exhibits su-
perior performance than the existing approaches.

(vii) #e paper entitled “Compressed Wavelet Tensor
Attention Capsule Network” proposes the com-
pressed wavelet tensor attention capsule network
(CWTACapsNet), which integrates multiscale
wavelet decomposition, tensor attention blocks,
and quantization techniques into the framework of
capsule neural network. Specifically, the multilevel
wavelet decomposition is in charge of extracting
multiscale spectral features in the frequency do-
main; in addition, the tensor attention blocks
explore the multidimensional dependencies of
convolutional feature [5] channels, and the
quantization techniques make the computational
storage complexities be suitable for edge com-
puting requirements. #e proposed CWTA-
CapsNet provides an efficient way to explore
spatial-domain features, frequency-domain
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features [6], and their dependencies which are
useful for most texture classification tasks. Fur-
thermore, CWTACapsNet benefits from quanti-
zation techniques and is suitable for edge
computing applications. Experimental results on
several texture datasets show that the proposed
CWTACapsNet outperforms the state-of-the-art
texture classification methods not only in accuracy
but also in robustness.

(viii) In the paper entitled “Employing Deep Learning
and Time Series Analysis to Tackle the Accuracy
and Robustness of the Forecasting Problem,” the
authors apply time series to predict the crime rate
to facilitate practical crime prevention solutions.
Machine learning [7, 8] can play an important role
in better understanding and analysis of the future
trend of violations. Different time-series fore-
castingmodels have been used to predict the crime.
#ese forecasting models are trained to predict
future violent crimes. #e proposed approach
outperforms other forecasting techniques for daily
and monthly forecast.

(ix) In the paper entitled “Cuckoo Search-based SVM
(CS-SVM) Model for Real-Time Indoor Position
Estimation in IoT Networks,” the authors
proposed a hybrid technique using Cuckoo Search-
based Support Vector Machine (CS-SVM) for
real-time position estimation. Cuckoo search is a
nature-inspired optimization algorithm, which
solves the problem of slow convergence rate and
local minima of other similar algorithms. #e Wi-
Fi [9] RSSI fingerprint dataset of the UCI repos-
itory having seven classes is used for simulation
purposes. #e dataset is preprocessed by min-max
normalization to increase accuracy and reduce
computational speed. #e proposed model is
simulated using MATLAB and evaluated in terms
of accuracy, precision, and recall with K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) and support vector machine
(SVM). Moreover, the simulation results show that
the proposed model achieves a high accuracy of
99.87%.

(x) Although access control is one of the most im-
portant and effective methods for time-series data
security, most existing access control models
focus on the function of holding or managing
data. However, the method of controlling trans-
mission path is ignored. To maximize data se-
curity, the authors proposed an IoT time-series
data security model based on thermometer
encoding and proposed a new hyper-chaotic
system as the source-generating system to build
an adversarial attack model by using input pa-
rameter sensitivities detection. #e authors
designed a new adversarial attack model which
can prevent input parameter sensitivity detection
for realizing the maximum data security in the
transmission process.

(xi) Due to the development of the digital economy,
Internet of #ings (IoT) has been widely used in
various fields. #e data security of IoT has become
a hot research topic. Generally, the data security of
IoT cannot be guaranteed without encryption.
Time series encryption can better protect IoTdata,
but it is still a challenge for time-series encryption,
especially in the case that there is an adversary
attack.#erefore, the authors design an adversarial
attack model and then propose an IoT time-series
data security model based on thermometer
encoding. Finally, the authors evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed model through exper-
iments and compare it with other encryption
algorithms.

(xii) #e last paper proposes an anomaly detection [10]
algorithm selection service (ADS) with genetic
algorithm (GA) and tsfresh tool. For IoT stream
data, it requires that the anomaly detection algo-
rithm can provide good recommendation for easy
operation for IoT devices in factory automation
systems. Moreover, the proposed method can
compare suitable detection models from 28 can-
didates that are introduced by tsfresh tool with
suitable input parameters which are determined by
GA methods. #e experiments are conducted and
ADS system has achieved good results for anomaly
detection which can be a good reference for other
researchers or users for their solutions.
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